No.PMEGP/Policy/2020-21                                      Date: 04.05.2020

CIRCULAR

Sub: Exemption of EDP training for claiming Margin Money under PMEGP reg.

It is to inform that, Ministry of MSME has reviewed the performance of PMEGP scheme and KVIC submitted the proposal for exemption of EDP training for claiming the Margin Money/disburse the loan under PMEGP. Accordingly, the Ministry vide letter dated 30.04.2020 conveyed the approval for exemption of EDP training to disburse loan/claim the Margin Money under PMEGP till 30.06.2020. The said exemption will facilitate the financing bank to disburse loan and claim/upload Margin Money Subsidy on the PMEGP online portal without waiting for completion of EDP training and to achieve the target for the year 2020-21. All the pending EDP training pertaining to cases sanctioned up to 30.06.2020 shall be completed during the next quarter i.e. upto 30th September 2020.

2. It may please be noted that this would only be a short-term arrangement and KVIC has to make all efforts to increase the output of EDP in numbers and quality. All the possible government resources to complete the EDP trainings of pending and future cases in time shall be explored and applied by KVIC. The option of online EDP as already introduced by the KVIC may be continued to be encouraged and adequate publicity/awareness may be created.

3. It is, therefore requested that, the above directives may be taken note for compliance and requested to ensure that the target for the current financial year 2020-21 is achieved by all concerned.

This is issued with the approval of Competent Authority.

(M. RAJAN BABU)
DY.CEO (PMEGP)

To,
1. All State/Divisional Offices, KVIC
2. All State/UT KVIC Boards.
3. All Zonal Dy.CEOs. of KVIC.
4. All Director, Industries, State Govt.
5. All CMDs of Bank.
Copy for kind information to:
1. Jt. Secretary, Ministry of MSME, New Delhi
2. OSD to Chairman, KVIC
3. OSD to CEO, KVIC
4. Jt. CEO, KVIC, Mumbai
5. OSD to CVO Cell, KVIC, Mumbai
6. OSD to FA Cell, KVIC, Mumbai
7. Dy.CEOs in Central Office, KVIC, Mumbai
8. All Zonal Dqq55546y.CEOs, KVIC.
9. All Industry/Programme Directors, KVIC, Mumbai.
10. Director (IT) with a request to place the Circular on KVIC/PMEGP website.
11. Director (Publicity) with a request to publish the same in the ensuing "JAGRITI"
12. Director (Hindi Cell) for translation in Hindi

DY.CEO (PMEGP)